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Editorial
Canadian Fascinations
On her recent accompanied tour of Canada and LA fashion spots, Kate Middleton,now the Duchess of Cambridge, taught us a new word, or rather brought an old
word back into play. That word is “fascinator,” an eye-catching, often feathered, small
hat worn at a jaunty angle. The duchess wore a headpiece in the shape of a maple leaf
on Canada Day, to much acclaim and applause.
The OED dates the word “fascinator” to 1878. Originally a type of shawl, it subse-
quently became a distinctive headpiece whose use gained cachet with Middleton’s en-
gagement to Prince William. The fascinator in fact had already been “revived” about
a half decade earlier, by trendsetters such as Victoria Beckham, Sarah Jessica Parker,
and French designer Jean Paul Gaultier. Worn once by the likes of Marie Antoinette
and, more recently by pop diva Lady Gaga, who used a steak to make one, the fascina-
tor has made a widespread comeback far from the royal circles and Ascot types who
wore them once upon a time.
The re-appearance of the fascinator produced a 65% increase in sales in Britain,
while Canadian press reports suggest that the appeal of the fascinator here has pro-
duced a shortage of feathers, typically used for fly fishing, in some sporting shops in
the Maritimes. Kate’s fascinators have instigated the title of this issue, Canadian Fasci-
nations, a grouping of essays that speak to a potpourri of Canadian preoccupations
and views of the world.
What fascinates us as editors about the fascinator, at least in the OED version of
its etymology, is its particularly Victorian origins, which correspond temporally with
so many of our continued preoccupations, for instance, with the emergence of mod-
ern media technologies and their psychological underpinnings in notions of hypno-
tism and related immobilizations of the body. The idea of the fascinator is that it both
fascinates and in so doing immobilizes the onlooker. Media too, of course, fascinate;
this is their widely known secret. But exactly how they do this is still not always clear,
despite communication scholars’ attempts to analyze their many forms of sensory
entanglement.
Two of the articles in this issue deal directly with media transformations of
visibility, memory, and the body. Kristen Aspevig and Isabel Pedersen in their study
“Death Comes to Town, Irreverent Humour, and Accessibility for the Blind and Low-
visioned” probes modifications in TV program presentation to the low-visioned and
the blind, in particular in the eponymous TV show of the same title. Fannie Valois-
Nadeau, Maude Gauthier, and Emilie Pelletier in their article, “Les 16 jours à Pékin
de Chantal Petitclerc : Discussion autour de la constitution d’une contre-mémoire de
paralympienne,” examine Paralympian Petitclerc’s re-narrativization of her paralyzed
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body. In both instances, media, at the programming level and also as a best-selling
autobiography, act as sources of illumination.
Canadian political preoccupations at the national and international level are at
the centre of another cluster of articles. The now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t aspects of
racism are the focus of Felix Odartey-Wellington’s review of the Suaad Hagi Mo-
hamud case, an object of passing media fascination, in “Erasing Race in the Canadian
Media: The Case of Suaad Hagi Mohamud.” The ironic twists and turns of human
rights “revisionism” in a Parliamentary Commission are addressed in James Cairns
and Susan Ferguson’s article, “Human Rights Revisionism and the Canadian Parlia-
mentary Coalition to Combat Antisemitism.” Duncan Koerber finds correlations be-
tween past and present political media coverage in “Style Over Substance: Newspaper
Coverage of Early Election Campaigns in Canada, 1820–1841.” Abby Godrum and Eliz-
abeth Godo return to Robert Hackett’s famous study on international news coverage
in their search for what is distinctive about democracy in media content from different
time periods, “Elections, Wars, and Protests? A Longitudinal Look at Foreign News on
Canadian Television.” Shane Gunster takes a clever sidestep into Canada’s presence
on the international stage, looking at the Copenhagen Environmental Summit through
the unexpected angle of British Columbia media coverage, in “Covering Copenhagen:
Climate Change in BC Media.” Finally, Ian Reilly’s contribution to “Canadian Fascina-
tions” gives a timely overview of how social media tactically deployed humour as a
political strategy during the last Canadian election in his “Amusing Ourselves to Death.”
We end this issue with Paul Heyer’s personal tribute to Edmund Carpenter.
Heyer’s “In Memoriam” evokes, among other things, Carpenter and Marshall
McLuhan’s pioneering work with the journal Explorations, whose experiments led to
such ideas as figure/ground, the aural/oral, and others that McLuhan would later dis-
seminate around the world.
Arguably, death itself is the ultimate fascinator, and so we would be remiss not to
mention the curious outpouring of grief over the (not utterly) unexpected death of
NDP leader Jack Layton. Although this is not a topic addressed in this issue, it is surely
one that will be. What was the grief about? The sudden death of a decent man? The
death of the Left? Was it belated grieving over the Harper majority? In the study of
the media, there are perhaps few certain answers, but occasionally some rather fasci-
nating ones. And is it the answers that fascinate or the questions?
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